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Thank you 

I was impressed 

①Why we started this project 



Dangerous  
to walk at night! 

Around the middle 

school in town 



before 2011 earthquake 

the town and people were bright 

⇩ 
after the earthquake 

the town began to feel dark 



『What do you think about the 
sidewalks in the town? 』 

 
We asked the local people what they think 

about the sidewalks in the town. 

  

1. Questionnaire 



The result【about 30 local people】  

■ Yes  ■  So so  ■ No 

Think there are few street lights        Want more street lights           Agree with our project 

Many people think sidewalks are dangerous and inconvenient !! 



  I paid attention to: 

〇 Having quite long hours of sunshine   
➡ Solar power 



  

We thought about we can do 

➡ We came up with the idea of 

 lighting up the illumination using 
renewable energy on the sidewalks  



  

  

I didn’t know how to use 

renewable energy ! 

Asked for help from my friends 



② Our actions 

1. Submitted  
        a proposal 
Submit a proposal with the 
purpose and design to the 

town hall 



2. Asked some groups  
         to help with our project 

NPO Iwaki Illumination Project Team 

・To lend us a set of illumination decorations 



NPO Iwaki OtentoSUN 
・To lend us and install solar panels and power 
equipment 
 

From local people 
・Collecting used illumination 



3. Light up the illumination 
 

See how the illumination was lit up ! 



  



4. Questionnaire【about 80: local people & students】 

  

   Saw the illumination                   The town look bright           The sidewalks became safe 

Yes No 

Many people think the sidewalks become bright and safe !! 



However… 

Some people answered that they 

couldn’t see the stars because of 
our illumination. 



Our good intentions 

 
Didn’t always lead to good results 

  
Rather caused an 

unintentional problem! 



5. Proposed more street lights and convert 
them to clean energy 

Thanks！ 

I want you to light up more… 

We might have 

influenced the 

town’s action? 



1.Importance of cooperating 

with people 

2.Even students can change 

our local area  

③ What we learned 



～Thank you for your listening～ 

We appreciate all the people 

concerned in our project. 


